Effect of pH on Electrochemical Impedance Response of Tethered Bilayer Lipid Membranes: Implications for Quantitative Biosensing
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Abstract: Tethered bilayer lipid membranes (tBLMs) are increasingly used in biosensor applications where electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is the method of choice for amplifying and recording the activity of membrane-damaging agents such as pore-forming toxins or disrupting peptides. While the activity of these biological agents may depend on the pH of the analytes, there is increasing evidence that the sensitivity of tethered bilayer sensors depends on the pH of the solutions.

In our study, we addressed the question of what are the fundamental reasons for the variability of the EIS signal of the tBLMs with pH. We designed an experiment to compare the EIS response of tBLMs with natural membrane defects and two different membrane disruptors: vaginolysin and melittin. Our experimental design ensured that the same amount of protein and peptide was present in the tBLMs, while the pH was varied by replacing the buffers with different pH values. Using a recently developed EIS data analysis algorithm from our research group, we were able to demonstrate that, in contrast to previous literature which relates the variability of tBLM, EIS response to the variation in defect density, the main reason for the observed variability in EIS response is the change in the sub-membrane properties of tBLMs with pH. Using surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS), we have shown that pH changes from neutral to slightly acidic leads to an expulsion of water, presumably bound to ions, from the sub-membrane reservoir, resulting in a marked decrease in the carrier concentration and specific conductance of the sub-membrane reservoir. Such a decrease is recorded by the EIS as a decrease in the conductance of the tBLM complex and affects the sensitivity of a biosensor. Our data provide important evidence of pH-sensitive effects that should be considered in both the development and operation of biosensors.
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1. Introduction

Phospholipids are the major component of the plasma membrane of eukaryotic cells. The plasma membrane not only acts as a physical barrier but also helps to regulate the movement of various ions and molecules into and out of the cell [1]. The plasma membrane, which has both a hydrophobic core and hydrophilic leaflets, acts in a capacitive manner by interacting with charged ions on the hydrophilic outer leaflets and being electrically insulating in its hydrophobic core [2]. Understanding the electrochemical interactions of this system under in vivo conditions can be very
challenging, so there is a need for simpler model systems to elucidate the interactions of lipid membranes with their surrounding ionic environment. Some of the common model systems used for this purpose include black lipid membranes, planar lipid membranes and tethered bilayer lipid membranes (tBLMs) [3].

Tethered bilayer lipid membranes (tBLMs) (Figure 1) are one of the most robust tools for understanding the electrochemical properties of the lipids that make up the lipid bilayer [4]. tBLMs are lipid bilayer membranes that are anchored to a solid support by anchoring molecules. The preparation of tBLMs is a two-step process. In the first step, the anchoring molecules are self-assembled on the solid support together with a back-filling molecule, forming the self-assembled monolayer (SAM). Lipid vesicles of the desired composition are then added to this SAM to form tBLMs. This tethering architecture facilitates lateral diffusion of lipids on the membrane [5] and formation of a liquid-filled submembrane ionic reservoir between the lipid bilayer and the solid support. The thickness of this submembrane has been calculated to be 1–2 nm [4,6]. tBLMs form electrically insulating membranes [7]. The electrochemical properties of tBLMs can be measured using electro–chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). EIS has been the popular technique of choice used to test tBLM formation from different lipid compositions mimicking bacterial membrane [8], yeast cell membrane [9] and mammalian cell membrane [10]. EIS based tBLM studies are also employed to understand the interaction of lipid bilayer with membrane proteins [11–14].

Figure 1. Cartoon of tBLM architecture.

tBLMs have been found to have stable insulating membranes for longer durations. The study by Vockenroth [15] shows that tBLMs were observed to have stable electrically insulating membranes for as long as three months. Due to this stable nature, tBLMs have potential applications as biosensors. The study by Tun and Jenkins [16] described the concept of tBLMs as a sensing platform for the detection of virulent pore-forming toxins from cultured Staphylococcus aureus. This concept of tBLM-based biosensors has attracted interest, particularly for its potential applications in pharmacology and clinical diagnostics. One of the most recent developments in this field is a tBLM-based nanoelectronic biosensor [17], which demonstrated real-time single ion channel recording of alemethicin incorporated into tBLMs and synthesized on a single-walled carbon nanotube nanoelectronic device. Therefore, there is a great need to understand the fundamental properties of tBLMs and their response characteristics in order to develop a tBLM-based biosensor. One of the parameters that needs to be controlled in the design and application of tBLM-based biosensors is the pH environment surrounding the tBLM. Initial investigation by Krishna et al. [18] reported that the reservoir resistivity ($\epsilon$) of the submembrane region has a significant contribution to the overall conductivity of tBLM. Later, the study by Valincius et al. [19] presented a rigorous mathematical analysis of the effect of the sub-membrane region on the electrochemical response of tBLMs. The studies by Cranfield et al. [20] and Silin [21] have demonstrated the changes in the conductivity of tBLMs as a function of pH and also predicted the potential interactions of lipid head groups with ionic and non-ionic species in the surrounding solution. Both authors hypothesize that the pH-induced changes in tBLM conductivity are related to the structural rearrangement of the lipid bilayer with pH. In these studies, the properties of
the submembrane region and their variation were not considered as a primary cause of the observed conductivity changes of tBLMs. On the other hand, there is increasing evidence that the conductivity of sparsely bound tBLMs is primarily determined not by the conductivity of a single defect, but rather by the conductivity of the point defect surrounding the submembrane space [19]. We hypothesize that the observed pH effects may be primarily related to the modulation of sub-membrane conductance rather than the variation of defect densities as suggested [20,21]. If this hypothesis is correct, the pH-dependent properties of tBLMs must be taken into account in order to allow a precise quantitative analysis.

The aim of the current study is to investigate the pH dependence of the tBLM EIS response, which can be used as a readout in tBLM-based biosensors. In order to evaluate the effect of phospholipid composition on pH-driven conductivity changes, we have chosen several cholesterol-containing tBLMs, specifically 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphotidylcholine (DOPC)/cholesterol (Chol) 50:50 (mol%), 70:30 (mol%) and natural lipid composition from total lipid extract (TLE) of a porcine brain. The two former compositions are neutral at pH 7 and slightly positively charged at pH 4 [22]. The latter composition, namely TLE, contains charged lipid species such as phosphotidylserine (PS) and phosphotidylinositol (PI) (URL: https://avantilipids.com/product/131101, accessed on 25 February 2023). All three membrane compositions were populated with natural (spontaneously formed) defects, and we also artificially populated tBLMs with either a large protein pore formed by the cholesterol-dependent cytolysin (CDC)-vaginolysin (VLY) or the melitin (MEL) peptide from Apis mellifera bee venom. In all three cases, the nature of the defects was different. While naturally occurring defects can be arbitrary in shape and are primarily related to mispacking and punctate or lateral defects in the solid substrate, CDC forms large circular defects up to 50 nm in diameter, while MEL affects membranes in one of two ways. At lower concentrations, MEL binds parallel to the outer leaflet of the membrane; this orientation of MEL is reported to have a protective effect on the membrane [23]. Alternatively, it inserts perpendicular to the membrane, forming transmembrane pores at higher concentrations [24]. In our case, due to the relatively high concentration, the most likely form of MEL defects are relatively narrow transmembrane pores, approximately 4.4 nm in size [25]. To analyze the response of the electrical properties of tBLMs to pH change, we used the recently developed EIS data analysis technique, which allows to estimate both the average density of conductive defects and the lateral density distribution function [26]. The main result of the current study may help to understand the nature and mechanism of tBLMs response to electrochemical perturbation, which is of utmost importance for the development of smart biosensor devices that can operate in different variable pH environments.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. tBLM Preparation

For EIS, glass substrates were coated with Cr underlayer (~10 nm) and Au (~100 nm) using magnetron sputtering system (Lesker PVD 75, St. Leonards-on-Sea, UK). Then, the substrates were incubated for 12 h at room temperature in an ethanol solution containing 0.05 mM of thiols, anchor thiol WC14 (20-tetradecyloxy-3,6,9,12,15,18,22-heptaoxahe克斯atricontane-1-thiol; synthesized in-house) and β-mercaptoethanol (ME; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) at 35:65 mol% ratio. Post incubation, substrates were rinsed with ethanol, dried under a nitrogen stream, and immediately assembled into an electrochemical cell, where they functioned as working electrodes. The cell consisted of 12 independent 250 µL volume wells, with surface area of 0.16 cm² each. The tBLMs were formed on the anchoring WC14/ME monolayers by multilamellar vesicles (MLV) fusion in individual wells. Briefly, to form MLVs, the stock solution of TLE in chloroform (Avanti polar lipids, Birmingham, AL, USA) (10 mM, 0.1 mL) was added to a vial and evaporated under gentle nitrogen stream to form a thin lipid film. The film was rehydrated with a
phosphate buffer solution (PBS) (NaCl 137 mM, KCl 27 mM, Na2HPO4 10 mM, KH2PO4 1.8 mM, pH 4.4) to a total of 1 mM concentration and mixed until it became homogeneous and milky. Similarly, the 50:50 and 70:30 mol% MLV solutions of DOPC:Chol (Avanti polar lipids, Birmingham, AL, USA) were prepared as well. The freshly prepared MLV solution was added into the EIS wells (100 µL per well), incubated for 30 min, and thoroughly rinsed with 10 mL of PBS pH 4.4. The initial EIS response was measured after 15 min equilibration with PBS pH 4.4, followed by pH change to 7.1 and EIS measurement. To assess the pH effects on tBLMs affected with pore-forming toxins, either 1.5 nM of VLY (expressed and purified as described earlier [27]) or 1 µM of MEL (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was incubated for 30 min along with tBLMs maintained at pH 7.1. To remove excess of non-reconstituted toxins, wells were rinsed with toxin-free pH 7.1 PBS buffer and subjected to EIS. After that, the pH was shifted to 4.4, allowing it to equilibrate for 15 min, and the EIS was repeated. pH was exchanged twice on toxin-reconstituted tBLMs to quantify the change in the frequency minimum (fmin) position in log scale.

2.2. EIS Measurements

EIS was measured using a Zennium electrochemical workstation (Zahner, Kronach, Germany). The impedance spectra were obtained in potentiostatic mode with 10 mV alternating current at 0 V bias against the reference electrode in aerated solutions. The frequency range was 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz, with 10 logarithmically distributed measuring points per decade. A saturated silver–silver chloride (Ag/AgCl/NaCl (aq. sat.)) microelectrode (M-401F, Microelectrodes, Bedford, NH, USA) was used as the reference (+196 mV vs. SHE), and the auxiliary electrode was a platinum wire (99.99% purity, Aldrich; diameter = 0.25 mm) wound around the tube of the reference electrode.

2.3. Calculation of Defect Density Distribution and Sub Membrane Capacitance

The electrochemical impedance of a tethered lipid bilayer membrane can be understood in terms of an equivalent circuit (Figure 2), where Zmem is a serial combination of Helmholtz capacitance and lipid bilayer capacitance, Zdef is the resistance of a conducting defect and Zsub is the impedance of the sub-membrane reservoir. Around the characteristic frequency fmin, the dominant contribution comes from Zsub. For a given sub membrane resistance (ρsub), Zsub is a measure of how far apart the defects are [19]. Therefore, the position of fmin can be used to estimate the surface density of conductive defects by using the empirical relationship Equation 34 in [19].

\[
Z_{mem} = \frac{1}{j2\pi f[(\delta^2 - r^2)(C_m^{-1} + C_H^{-1})^{-1} + \pi r_0^2 C_H]}
\]

\[
Z_{sub} = 2\pi \lambda \frac{\mu}{(\lambda \Lambda)(\lambda^2 - \lambda \Lambda)}
\]

where \(r_0\) — radius of the conductive pore in the bilayer and \(\delta\) — distance to the boundary of the region which can also be expressed as defect density \(N_{def} = 1/\pi\delta^2\), \(C_m\) — capacitance of the bilayer, \(C_H\) — capacitance of the Helmholtz layer at the substrate, \(L = \delta/r_0\), \(\rho_{sub}\) and \(\lambda = (1 - j)r_0\sqrt{2\pi f/2k}\), \(k = d_{sub}/(\rho_{sub} C_H)\). Around characteristic frequency \(f_{min}\), dominant contribution to overall impedance comes from \(Z_{sub}\). This impedance is characterized by \(L\) and \(\lambda\), as shown in Equation (2). Out of all the physical parameters that are inside \(L\) and \(\lambda\), \(\delta\) and \(\rho_{sub}\) are the ones we address most carefully in the scope of this work. Turns out that by fitting EIS spectra, only ratio of \(d_{sub}\delta/\rho_{sub}\) can be calculated. However, estimates for \(\rho_{sub}\) [28] and \(d_{sub}\) [6] values are available in the literature. Given certain values for \(\rho_{sub}\) and \(d_{sub}\), \(Z_{sub}\) in a vicinity of \(f_{min}\) is dependent mostly on \(\delta\) or \(N_{def}\) [19]. Therefore, position of \(f_{min}\) can be used to estimate surface density of conductive defects by using empirical relationship from Equation (3) [19].
\[
\lg(N_{\text{def}}) \approx \log(f_{\text{min}}) - \log(k) - \log(r_0) - \text{const},
\]

where \( k \) is a time constant, \( \frac{d_{\text{sub}}}{\rho_{\text{sub}} c_{\text{m}}} \), \( r_0 \) — defect radius.

![Figure 2. Equivalent Circuit.](image)

Other theoretical aspects of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of non-homogeneous tethered lipid bilayers were studied extensively [26,29]. The main conclusions from these studies are that EIS method is sensitive not only to defect density but also to lateral distribution of conductive defects. Main caveat of the method is that average defect density is correlated with \( \rho_{\text{sub}} \) used in calculations. Previous study [28] has addressed this issue and estimated \( \rho_{\text{sub}} \) to be around \(-10^6 \) Ohm \cdot cm to \(10^8 \) Ohm \cdot cm. Since, current in two regions with local density \( N_{\text{def} i} \) and \( N_{\text{def} j} \) flow parallel, admittances of these regions can be added. If one would calculate area normalized admittance Equations (1) and (2) for each region, they would need to be weighted by their relative area \( P_i \) and \( P_j \), respectively. If there are more regions with different defect densities, the admittance of this heterogeneous tBLM Equation (4) can be written in terms of admittance integral over different defect densities [26].

\[
Y_{\text{hetero}} = \int_0^\infty P(N_{\text{def}}) Y(N_{\text{def}}) dN_{\text{def}},
\]

where \( Y_{\text{hetero}} \) — impedance of heterogeneous tBLM, \( N_{\text{def}} \) — defect density, \( Y(N_{\text{def}}) \) — local admittance also dependent on other parameters (for more details please see [19,26,29]) and \( P(N_{\text{def}}) \) is a probability density function. \( P(N_{\text{def}}) \) for randomly distributed defect is well modelled by gamma and/or log-normal distribution, but for experimental cases, it is usually different due to clustering of defects induced by pore-forming toxins. \( P(N_{\text{def}}) \) can be calculated by solving regularized and discretized form of Equation (4) as described in [26]. As can be seen from Equation (4), information about lateral distribution of defects is encoded in EIS spectra. Previous analysis of clustering impact on appearance of EIS spectra revealed that clustering results in a widening of the phase minima in a bode phase plot, as well as characteristic point \( \text{arg}Y_{\text{min}} \) shifts up and towards lower frequencies [29]. At the same time, step-like feature on the impedance magnitude vs. frequency plot becomes less flat and spreads over a wider frequency range. For a system with known size of conductive defects clustering may be estimated by using zeta parameter, as described in [29], as long as clustering does not result in multiple \( \text{arg}Y_{\text{min}} \) which can be seen in case of extreme clustering.

### 2.4. Surface-Enhanced Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy (SEIRAS) Measurement

The SEIRAS substrate preparation is as follows: the surface of polished face-angled Si crystal was chemically reduced with aqueous HF (2 wt\%) solution and then coated with Au by covering it with plating mixture for 4 min at room temperature. Then the fresh Au film was removed by concentrated aqua regia and coated with Au for a second time, in order to increase mechanical resistance of the gold layer [30]. Au plating solution comprised (1) salt solution (0.15 M Na$_2$SO$_3$; 0.05 M Na$_2$S$_2$O$_3$; and 0.05 M NH$_4$Cl), (2) NH$_4$F (20 wt\%), (3) HF (2 wt\%) and (4) NaAuCl$_4$ (0.03 M) in equal volumes. Gold-coated Si was mounted into VeeMax III accessory with Jackfish cell J1F (Pike Technologies, Fitchburg,
WI, USA) and additionally cleaned and activated by electro polishing procedure in N2-purged pH 5.8 sodium acetate solution (0.1 M). Cyclic voltammetry (CV) scans were performed on PGSTAT101 potentiostat (Methrom, Riverview, FL, USA) with initial and stopping potential set at ±200 mV of the open circuit potential (OCP) and scanning rate of 20 mV/s. The upper potential limit was increased by 100 mV after each of three full cycles until the gold oxidation was reached near 1.0 V.

SEIRAS measurements were carried out using Vertex 80 v (Bruker, Mannheim, Germany) spectrometer equipped with liquid nitrogen-cooled narrow-band LN-MCT (HgCdTe) detector. The spectral resolution was set to 4 cm–1, the aperture to 2 mm, 50 sample scans and 100 background scans were co-added. The incident angle for VeeMax III accessory was set to 63 degrees. Spectrometer was purged with dry air overnight.

2.5. Formation of SAM and tBLM for SEIRAS Measurement

Gold substrates were incubated in a mixed solution of 35% molar ratio of WC14 and 65% molar ratio of β-mercaptoethanol. These compounds were dissolved in ethanol in their respective molar ratios. Incubation was carried out for 12 h at room temperature. Post incubation, the substrates were rinsed with ethanol and dried under a stream of nitrogen gas and immediately used for experiments. tBLM formation was prepared using DOPC/Chol 70:30 compositions similar to the EIS technique. For pH shift experiment, 0.05 M phosphate solutions with 0.1 M Na2SO4 and pH values of 4.5 and 7.3 were used.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. EIS and Data Analysis

In this work, the EIS technique is used to assess the function, density and structural arrangement of defects in tBLMs. While all types of data representation are suitable for EIS analysis, the Bode plots are used to track the properties of tBLMs in this work. One of the main features used in this work is the position of the minimum of the impedance admittance in the frequency domain. The highly electrically insulating membranes with few defects show the f_{min} in the lower frequency range (<1 Hz), in contrast to the highly defective protein pore-populated membranes, where the f_{min} is shifted to higher frequency ranges (>100 Hz) in the Bode phase plots. It is worth noting that the admittance phase minimum at f_{min} corresponds to the step-like feature in the admittance magnitude versus frequency plots. In the current study, the admittance phase plots were used to assess the pH-induced effects on the EIS response.

tBLMs are highly asymmetric. The distal leaflet of tethered lipid bilayers is bathed by the bulk electrolyte, while the proximal side is in contact with the highly confined 1–2 nm ionic reservoir, which in addition to water molecules also contains PEG chains of molecular tethers (concentration up to 40% as indicated by neutron scattering experiments) [6]. Previous estimates indicate that the resistance of the sub-membrane reservoir is very different from that of the bulk electrolyte [28]. In such a confined environment, the molecular interactions between the components of the sub-membrane and the head groups of the bilayer from one side, and the Helmholtz layer at the metal/reservoir interface from the other side may exhibit structural ordering/disordering effects, which in turn should be reflected in the electrical properties of the sub-membrane reservoir. For example, it has been found that due to the partial loss of the hydration shell and ion–ion correlation in confined aqueous electrolytes, the mobility of the ions is significantly reduced [31]. In addition, the reduction of the dielectric constant in the sub-membrane will immediately trigger a reduction in ion concentration due to the increased electrochemical potential (free energy of an ion) of an ion. All of these effects are expected to result in changes in the electrical properties of the sub-membrane as well as changes in the measured EIS.

How much can the sub-membrane resistance contribute to the measured EIS? According to [19], the answer to this question depends on the ratio between the impedance
of an ion channel (defect) and the impedance of the sub-membrane. Figure 3 shows these ratios for several ion channels with different conductivities from 10 pS to 500 pS. Since the impedance of the sub-membrane reservoir is determined by the defect density [19], the ratio $\sigma_{def}/Y_{sub}$ also depends on $N_{def}$. $Y_{sub}$ also depends on the physical parameters of the sub-membrane, such as the specific resistance. The latter can be estimated from AFM measurements and was found to be $\rho_{sub} = 10^{4.5}$ Ohms $\cdot$ cm [28].

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3.** Plot showing the ratio of defect conductance and conductance of sub membrane reservoir as a function of defect density. Conductance of sub membrane reservoir is taken to be absolute conductance at $f_{min}$. Parameters used for modelling $C_m = 0.6$ µF/cm$^2$, $C_H = 10$ µF/cm, $\rho_{sub} = 10^{4.5}$ and $\sigma_{def}$ values are indicated in the plot.

The data in Figure 3 were calculated using the analytical solution for the sub-membrane conductance in the case of a homogeneous (hexagonal array) distribution of defects [19]. It is obvious that in the tBLMs used in the current work, the sub-membrane reservoir is the major contributor to the measured EIS admittance unless the channel conductance is below 50 pS. Especially in the current study, the conductance of the inserted MEL channel should be in the range of 50 to 300 pS, so it is quite safe to assume that the major contribution to EIS is determined by the properties of the sub-membrane reservoir, but not by the channel itself. This means that for the observer, any change in the sub-membrane properties, such as the specific resistance, can result in a corresponding change in the admittance spectra. Specifically, the increase in resistivity is seen as an increase in impedance and a decrease in admittance of the tBLMs. It is also true that the corresponding variation in defect density will result in exactly the same changes. For example, a decrease in defect density will result in an increase in the impedance of the tBLMs. Thus, a priori, if some external stimuli affect the properties of tBLMs and trigger changes in the measured impedance, the EIS data cannot give any indication as to what is the underlying cause of the observed variation: the change in defect density or the change in electrical parameters of the sub-membrane reservoir.

In this work, in order to answer the question of what is the primary cause of the observed variations in the EIS signal induced by the pH change, we started with the following three hypotheses, all of which could be behind the observed effect:

1. The pH does not change the defect density ($N_{def}$) and the probability density function $P(N_{def})$ for randomly distributed defects, thus the pH-induced change of the position $f_{min}$ on EIS phase plot originates from the variation of sub membrane resistance $\rho_{sub}$, (constant $N_{def}$).
2. The change in sub membrane resistance ($\Delta \rho_{sub}$) is negligible, therefore, $f_{min}$ varies because of changes in $N_{def}$ and $P(N_{def})$, (constant $\Delta \rho_{sub}$).
3. The \( N_{\text{def}} \) does not change while \( P(N_{\text{def}}) \) can vary freely, therefore, the position of \( f_{\text{min}} \) is affected by variation of \( \Delta \rho_{\text{sub}} \) and to some extent by later redistribution of defects induced by pH variation (constant \( N_{\text{def}}, \) variable \( P(N_{\text{def}}) \) and \( \rho_{\text{sub}} \)).

To fit the experimental data to a model, we used the methodology described in [26]. For the first hypothesis, we assumed that a single (joint) distribution function for the spectra at pH 7.1 and pH 4.4 is the same, while for pH 7.1 solutions the value of \( \rho_{\text{sub}} = 10^{4.5} \) was assigned following previous estimates [28], while for pH 4.4 this parameter was fitted to account for the shift of \( f_{\text{min}} \) towards lower frequencies.

For the second hypothesis, the value \( \rho_{\text{sub}} = 10^{4.5} \) was used for both pH 7.1 and pH 4.4, while the average defect densities and their distribution function were allowed to vary freely during fitting. For the third hypothesis, the average defect density was assumed to be the same at pH 7.1 and pH 4.4, but the distribution function was allowed to vary, and similarly to the first hypothesis, \( \rho_{\text{sub}} \) was fitted for spectra corresponding to pH 4.4 to account for the change in \( f_{\text{min}} \). The data fitted to a model for all three hypotheses and three lipid composition—defect type combinations are discussed below.

### 3.2. Pristine tBLMs with Natural Defects

The EIS plots recorded at pH 4.4 immediately after completion of fusion showed that both DOPC/Chol 50:50 and TLE formed membranes with low defect density (blue line, Figure 4A,B), as indicated by the average position of \( f_{\text{min}} \) of \(-0.53\) and \(-0.37\) in log values, respectively (Table 1). The mean defect density according to the estimates in Ref. [28] is much less than \( 0.1 \mu m^{-2} \). The highly insulating property of the DOPC/Chol 50:50 membranes can be attributed to the presence of cholesterol [32,33] in equal molar ratios with DOPC [34]. On the other hand, membranes formed with DOPC/Chol 70:30 molar ratios were less insulating compared to their tested counterparts (blue line, Figure 4C and data in Table 1) and were measured to have an average \( f_{\text{min}} \) value of \( 0.05 \) in log scale, which translates into a defect density of approximately \( 0.1 \) cm\(^{-2}\).

![Figure 4](image_url)

**Figure 4.** Representative electrochemical impedance spectra showing the phase vs. frequency plots of three different membrane compositions, DOPC/Chol 50:50, TLE and DOPC/Chol 70:30, showing pH-induced \( f_{\text{min}} \) changes, when pH was changed from acidic (4.4) to basic (7.1). The \( f_{\text{min}} \) tends to move towards higher frequencies as observed in all the membrane compositions (blue line, A–C). The \( f_{\text{min}} \) position shifts reversibly (dashed lines, A–C) when changing the pH back and forth from acidic to basic on the same membranes.

**Table 1.** The shift \( \Delta \log(f_{\text{min}}) \) triggered by the pH change from pH 4.4 to 7.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane Composition</th>
<th>Average ( \log(f_{\text{min}}) ) pH 4.4</th>
<th>Average ( \log(f_{\text{min}}) ) pH 7.1</th>
<th>( \Delta \log(f_{\text{min}}) ) pH 4.4 → 7.1</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 50:50</td>
<td>(-0.53)</td>
<td>(0.13)</td>
<td>(0.65)</td>
<td>±0.08 (( n = 6 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>(-0.37)</td>
<td>(0.28)</td>
<td>(0.65)</td>
<td>±0.08 (( n = 5 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 70:30</td>
<td>(0.05)</td>
<td>(0.70)</td>
<td>(0.65)</td>
<td>±0.15 (( n = 6 ))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changing the pH to 7.1 results in a shift of the \( f_{\text{min}} \) position towards higher frequencies in all three lipid compositions (blue line, Figure 4A–C). This shift in the \( f_{\text{min}} \) position of the tBLMs indicates an increase in the electrical conductivity of the membranes. Such an effect, an increase in membrane conductivity at higher pH, was also observed by Vitalii I. Silin [21] and C. G. Cranfield [20] in their studies. Furthermore, the shift in \( f_{\text{min}} \) when pH was changed from 4.4 to 7.1 resulted in a consistent shift in a logarithmic scale across all membrane compositions (Table 1). The corresponding Bode plots depicting magnitude vs. frequency dependencies are provided in the Supplemental material section (Figure S1A–C). This pattern of pH-change-induced \( f_{\text{min}} \) shifts was consistent when the membranes were subjected to multiple pH changes between pH 4.4 and 7.1 (dashed lines, Figure 4A–C).

3.3. tBLMs Reconstituted with Defects Induced by Pore-Forming Toxins

3.3.1. VLY Reconstituted tBLMs

Pore-forming toxins and antimicrobial peptides have been used to study the structural and functional properties of tethered lipid bilayer membranes [35]. The affinity of these proteins to the lipid bilayer membranes can be used to understand the differences in the lipid composition of the membranes, thereby correlating the structural properties of the lipid bilayer membranes. CDCs are a family of pore-forming toxins that require cholesterol on the membranes for their activity, and it has been shown that the activity of this family of toxins is higher when there is a higher concentration of cholesterol on the membranes [36]. VLY is one of the CDCs used in this study to understand the effects of pH on membranes containing large pores up to 25 nm [28]. Such pores are obviously structurally different from natural defects in tBLMs. Furthermore, the density of VLY pores and the EIS response can be varied over a wide range by choosing an appropriate concentration of toxins in solutions. It has been reported that VLY is able to induce a significant shift of the \( f_{\text{min}} \) position at a concentration of 1.5 nM.

The DOPC/Chol 50:50 tBLMs exposed to 1.5 nM VLY at pH 7.1 showed a strong response in the EIS spectra. The membrane damage by VLY pores shifted the \( f_{\text{min}} \) position towards higher frequencies as shown in Figure 5A, blue line, and as expected from theoretical predictions [19]. The average shift in \( f_{\text{min}} \) position due to toxin activity was found to be 2.73 ± 0.76 in the logarithmic scale (Table 2) for DOPC/Chol 50:50 membranes. DOPC/Chol 70:30 membranes containing a lower amount of cholesterol gave a significantly lower response at the same VLY concentrations. This effect is consistent with the previous study, which reported an ~three-fold reduction in the change in admittance value for membranes composed of DOPC/Chol 70:30 molar ratio compared to DOPC/Chol 50:50 membranes. Exposure of TLE tBLMs to VLY resulted in the complete destruction of the tBLMs. Therefore, we chose DOPC/Chol 50:50 compositions to test the pH effect on membranes populated with large defects of up to 25 nm radius.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane Composition</th>
<th>( \Delta \log(f_{\text{min}}) ) MEL (( n = 8 ))</th>
<th>( \Delta \log(f_{\text{min}}) ) VLY (( n = 8 ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 50:50</td>
<td>0.81 ± 0.61</td>
<td>2.73 ± 0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>1.11 ± 0.31</td>
<td>Completely Damaged (( n = 5 ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 70:30</td>
<td>1.99 ± 0.47</td>
<td>0.05 ± 0.06 (( n = 7 ))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. 1.5 nM VLY and 1 \( \mu \)M MEL for 30 min at different membrane compositions in pH 7.1 buffer.
Figure 5. Representative electrochemical impedance spectra of 1.5 nM VLY affected membranes. The activity of toxin on membranes of different lipid composition can be observed by the shift in the \( f_{\text{min}} \) towards higher frequencies (blue line, A–C) compared to the pristine membranes (black line, A–C). Reversible pH induced \( f_{\text{min}} \) shifts observed (double sided arrows) even after the membranes were affected by VLY (dashed line, A).

The effect of pH was investigated by changing the pH from 7.1 to 4.4. The change in the case of DOPC/Chol 50:50 tBLMs populated with VLY pores shifted the \( f_{\text{min}} \) towards higher frequencies (blue line, Figure 5A–C), as observed for native membranes. A similar effect was observed in the case of DOPC/Chol 70:30 membranes, although the VLY-induced shift of \( f_{\text{min}} \) was quite small (blue line, Figure 5C). The TLE membranes were completely damaged upon VLY reconstitution (blue line, Figure 5B), so the effect of pH variation on membrane conductance could not be detected. Interestingly, the observed shifts in \( f_{\text{min}} \) in VLY-affected membranes appear quantitatively similar to the shift observed in unaffected membranes (Figure 5A,C compared to Figure 4A,C).

The hypothesis was tested by fitting the EIS data of DOPC/Chol 50:50 membranes. In DOPC/Chol 70:30 tBLMs, the VLY-induced effect was too small to be attributed to the formation of functional VLY pores, and in the case of TLE, the tBLMs were destroyed to the extent that no pH-dependent variation can be empirically recorded. Table 3 shows the fitting results for all three hypotheses (vide ultra).

Table 3. The fitting analysis of DOPC/Chol 50:50 membranes exposed for 30 min to 1.5 nM VLY solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>( N_{\text{def}} ) (( \mu \text{m}^{2} ))</th>
<th>( \rho ) (Ohm \cdot \text{cm} \cdot 10^4)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constant ( N_{\text{def}} )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hypothesis 1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLY</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>8.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant ( \rho )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hypothesis 2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLY</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant ( N_{\text{def}} ) variable defect density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hypothesis 3)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLY</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>5.66</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>6.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The constant \( q_{\text{sub}} \) hypothesis gives the following parameters for the curves in Figure 5A: \( q_{\text{sub}} = 3.16 \times 10^4 \) ohms, with quite different defect densities. However, the ratio \( N_{\text{def}} \) (pH = 7.1)/\( N_{\text{def}} \) (pH = 4.4) gives very close values for physically different systems (natural spontaneous defects and VLY pores), 1.71 and 1.88 for VLY and natural defects,
and 3.04 for damaged and pristine bilayers, respectively. A similar observation can be made for undamaged DOPC/Chol 70:30 bilayers. 

The ratios of $\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ (pH = 4.4)/$\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ (pH = 7.1) were 1.96 and 2.54 for VLY populated and unpopulated tBLMs, respectively. The values are not exactly the same, but close. 

The third hypothesis assumes constancy of global $N_{\text{def}}$ but allows variation of the distribution of defect densities. In this case, $\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ (pH = 4.4)/$\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ (pH = 7.1) is 1.79 and 1.92 for VLY populated and unpopulated membranes, respectively (Table 3). This suggests that pH indeed triggers the change in sub-membrane resistance, but at the same time the 2D distribution of defects may also be affected by pH variation.

### 3.3.2. MEL Reconstituted tBLMs

MEL is a transmembrane peptide of 26 amino acids with the sequence H2N-Gly*-Ile-Gly-Ala-Val-Leu-Lys*-Val-Leu-Thr-Thr-Gly-Leu-Pro-Ala-Leu-Ile-Ser-Trp-Ile-Lys*-Arg*-Lys*-Arg*-Gln-Gln-CONH2. The charged residues are represented by the symbol “*”. 

The sequence containing (Ile-Gly-Ala-Val-Leu) at the N-terminus is hydrophobic and the sequence near the C-terminus, namely Lys*-Arg*-Lys*-Arg*-Gln-Gln, is hydrophilic. A previous X-ray crystallographic study reported a highly $\alpha$-helical structure in its crystalline state [25]. 

The current understanding of the pore formation dynamics of MEL is that these $\alpha$-helical monomers, at certain concentrations, spontaneously insert into the lipid bilayer and aggregate to form a transmembrane cylindrical pore. It has been reported that MEL requires a threshold concentration of peptide–lipid ratio to form pores [37,38]. Studies show that this membrane-damaging activity of MEL is high in model membranes containing lower levels of cholesterol [39–41]. Consistent with these studies, we observed that MEL exhibited higher activity on DOPC/Chol 70:30 molar ratio membranes (blue line, Figure 6C), with an average $f_{\text{min}}$ shift of 1.99 ± 0.47 in the logarithmic range. MEL exhibited minimal activity on the high cholesterol DOPC/Chol 50:50 membranes (Table 2). Interestingly, the significant activity of MEL was observed on TLE membranes (blue line, Figure 6B and data in Table 2) at pH 7.1, and when these membranes were subjected to pH change cycles, there was a consistent shift in the $f_{\text{min}}$ positions of −0.53 ± 0.19 when the pH was changed from MEL activity at pH 7.1 to pH 4.4 and 0.50 ± 0.22 when the pH was changed back from 4.4 to 7.1, on the log scale. The pH shifts on DOPC/Chol 70:30 membranes after MEL activity indicate that the phenomena of $f_{\text{min}}$ shifts induced by alternating pH is consistent and was quantified to be −0.45 ± 0.24 (Table 4) when shifting to pH 4. Four from the toxin reconstituted membranes and 0.38 ± 0.17 (Table 5) when switching back to pH 7.1 from the pH 4.4 treatment. pH shift induced change in fitted $\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ (Hypothesis 1 and 3) for pristine bilayers and MEL-damaged bilayers Tables 6 and 7 are similar. The ratios $\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ (pH = 4.4)/$\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ (pH = 7.1) are 2.24 and 2.45 for MEL-damaged and undamaged DOPC/Chol 70:30 bilayers, respectively. A comparison of these ratios shows that $\Psi_{\text{sub}}$ shows a similar shift regardless of whether the bilayer is damaged or not. A similar observation can be made for the TLE bilayer (Table 7), where the ratios are 3.79 and 3.04 for damaged and pristine bilayers, respectively.
Figure 6. Representative electrochemical impedance spectra of 1 µM MEL affected membranes. The activity of toxins on membranes of different lipid compositions can be observed by the shift in the $f_{\text{min}}$ towards higher frequencies (blue line, (A–C)) compared to the pristine membranes (black line, (A–C)). Reversible pH-induced $f_{\text{min}}$ shifts were observed (double-sided arrows) even after the membranes were affected by MEL (dashed lines, (B,C)).

On the other hand, the pH shift-induced changes in fitted $N_{\text{def}}$ values (Hypothesis 2) increase by an order of magnitude for MEL-damaged bilayers (Hypothesis 2) compared to pristine bilayers. The average defect density changes from ~5 to ~12 when the pH is changed from 4.4 to 7.1 for the damaged DOPC/Chol 70:30 bilayer, while for the pristine bilayer, these values are ~0.1 and ~0.2, respectively, as seen by the shift in the distribution functions in Figure S2C. Analogous to the DOPC/Chol 50:50 bilayer and the DOPC/Chol 50:50 bilayer damaged by VLY, to justify Hypothesis 1, it needs to be explained why the pH-induced effect is proportional to the membrane damage by the toxins.

It is noteworthy that the ratios $q_{\text{sub}} (\text{pH} = 4.4)/q_{\text{sub}} (\text{pH} = 7.1)$ vary much more between different bilayer compositions than between experiments with intact and damaged bilayers. This suggests that the properties of the submembrane reservoir depend on the lipid composition. Although the exact mechanism of pH-induced change is unknown, it is likely to be related to reduced mobility or concentration of mobile ions. The properties of confined electrolytes are influenced by the physicochemical properties of the confining surface and the size of the confinement. The architecture of tBLM is such that one of the confining surfaces is the proximal leaflet of a bilayer. The other surface is the double electrical layer of metal support. Different lipid compositions can alter the thickness of the bilayer, which reduces the thickness of the submembrane reservoir and different concentrations of zwitterionic or charged lipids modulate interactions with ions and the structure of the electrical double layer in the submembrane reservoir. In this context, the TLE bilayers exhibit quite different properties as can be seen from the ratio: $N_{\text{def}} (\text{pH} = 7.1)/N_{\text{def}} (\text{pH} = 4.4)$, which is equal to 3.12 (MEL) or 2.90 (pristine tBLM) (Table 7, Hypothesis 2); and from $q_{\text{sub}} (\text{pH} = 4.4)/q_{\text{sub}} (\text{pH} = 7.1)$, which is equal to 3.79 for MEL or 3.04 for native tBLM (Table 7, Hypothesis 1); 4.05 for MEL or 3.82 for native tBLM (Table 7, Hypothesis 3). The ratios for TLE are on average ~1 log unit higher than for DOPC/Chol 50:50 or DOPC/Chol 70:30 tBLM. This may be related to the fact that TLE contains 11% PS, 1.6% PI and 2.8 PA, which are negatively charged, in contrast to the other two bilayers studied, which contain only zwitterionic lipids and cholesterol. The increased ratio for TLE bilayers can be explained by the increased sensitivity of the properties of the submembrane reservoir to pH due to the protonation–deprotonation activities of phospholipids in TLE compositions. Interactions of lipid head groups with ionic species in the surrounding solution have been shown to influence the organization and dynamics of lipid bilayers [42–46]. Anions that bind to lipid head groups increase the area per lipid head group due to the resulting repulsive interaction. Deviation of pH from pKa of the head group makes the bilayer more disordered (defective) [42] and decreases membrane...
tension [43]. These effects can be responsible for more strong modulation of the submembrane properties by the pH.

Further arguments in favor of hypothesis 1 can be made by examining Figures S4 and S6. Fitting two separate distribution functions with the same average defect density $N_{\text{def}}$, as in Figure S6, results in a visibly better fit than fitting both spectra at pH 4.4 and spectra at pH 7.1 with a single distribution function in Figure S4. It can be argued that slight changes in the distributions in Figure S6C may be caused by pH-dependent reorganization of tBLM. However, all EIS spectra contain parasitic elements that are not accounted for in a model, so we argue that an approach consistent with the assumption of Hypothesis 1 results in a more physically relevant fit, as it helps to filter out frequency-dependent spectral features caused by unknown parasitic elements.

Table 4. The $\Delta \log f_{\text{min}}$ shifts triggered by the pH change from 7.1 to 4.4 in the presence of VLY or MEL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane Composition</th>
<th>$\Delta \log(f_{\text{min}})$ MEL</th>
<th>$\Delta \log(f_{\text{min}})$ VLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 50:50</td>
<td>$-0.11 \pm 0.49$ ($n = 8$)</td>
<td>$-0.33 \pm 0.14$ ($n = 8$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>$-0.53 \pm 0.19$ ($n = 5$)</td>
<td>Completely Damaged ($n = 5$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 70:30</td>
<td>$-0.45 \pm 0.24$ ($n = 7$)</td>
<td>$-0.58 \pm 0.21$ ($n = 7$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The $\Delta \log f_{\text{min}}$ shifts triggered by the pH change from 4.4 to 7.1 in the presence of VLY or MEL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Membrane Composition</th>
<th>$\Delta \log(f_{\text{min}})$ MEL</th>
<th>$\Delta \log(f_{\text{min}})$ VLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 50:50</td>
<td>$0.54 \pm 0.08$ ($n = 6$)</td>
<td>$0.38 \pm 0.10$ ($n = 8$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLE</td>
<td>$0.50 \pm 0.22$ ($n = 6$)</td>
<td>Completely Damaged ($n = 5$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOPC/Chol, 70:30</td>
<td>$0.38 \pm 0.17$ ($n = 7$)</td>
<td>$0.64 \pm 0.24$ ($n = 7$)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. The fitting analysis of DOPC/Chol 70:30 membranes was exposed for 30 min to 1 µM MEL solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>$N_{\text{def}}$ (µm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (Ohm · cm · 10$^4$)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constant $N_{\text{def}}$ (Hypothesis 1)</td>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>7.74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant $\rho$ (Hypothesis 2)</td>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.31</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>12.19</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant $N_{\text{def}}$ variable defect density distribution (Hypothesis 3)</td>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>12.19</td>
<td>6.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>12.19</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>7.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. The fitting analysis of TLE membranes was exposed for 30 min to 1 µM MEL solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>$N_{\text{def}}$ (µm$^{-2}$)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (Ohm · cm · 10$^4$)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constant $N_{\text{def}}$ (Hypothesis 1)</td>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>11.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>9.61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>constant $\rho$ (Hypothesis 2)</td>
<td>MEL</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>3.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pristine</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4. SEIRAS

SEIRAS method provides detailed molecular information on the structure of molecular assemblies on the gold surface in situ [47,48]. Characteristic of SEIRAS, the rapid plasmon-enhanced local electric field decrease along the surface normal that makes the technique particularly useful in SAM and artificial lipid-membrane studies [49–52]. Moreover, the spectral contribution from the bulk water can be almost completely cancelled by constructing a perturbation-difference spectrum (electric field, pH, etc.), which allows to probe directly the sub membrane structure of tBLM. Figure 7 shows SEIRAS spectra of tBLM in the 2830–3800 cm⁻¹ range, where modes ascribed to symmetric and asymmetric methylene stretching (2856 and 2927 cm⁻¹) and asymmetric methyl stretching (2959 cm⁻¹) of alkyl chain are located. The broad negative feature around 3500 cm⁻¹ is related to O–H stretching mode of water removed from the Au interface during the formation of tBLM. SEIRAS spectra of tBLM submerged in pH 4.5 and 7.3 show repeatable changes in the sub membrane water volume. As the control experiment, the tBLM was thoroughly rinsed with the phosphate solution pH 4.5, which is the same as the bathing multilayer vesicle solution, with no significant effect on the SEIRAS spectra (Figure 7). In contrast, the subsequent pH exchange to 7.3 increased the amount of interfacial water evidenced by the decrease of the negative ν(O–H) mode’s intensity. The process repeatability is well illustrated by pH shifting between 4.5 and 7.3 values, which resulted in a reduction of absolute integral intensity to 81–84% at pH 7.3 and an increase to 91–93% at pH 4.5 at later steps. So, we can claim that the pH exchange from 4.5 to 7.3 results in a sharp increase in water concentration in the sub membrane as evidenced by the decrease of negative ν(O–H) vibrational mode intensity (Figure 7).

![Figure 7. SEIRAS spectra in 2830–3800 cm⁻¹ range of tBLM with sequential pH exchange between 4.5 and 7.3. For reference, the spectrum of pure water recorded before the adsorption of SAM was selected. Spectral intensity normalized according to the asymmetric stretching mode of methylene at 2927 cm⁻¹.](image)

A more detailed view of the processes is seen in Figure 8, which shows SEIRAS spectra constructed by taking as-formed tBLM in pH 4.5 as a reference and tBLM subsequently exposed to pH 7.3 and then 4.5 as samples. Immediately after the pH shift...
to 7.3, perturbations appear in C–H and O–H stretching regions, indicating both increased water amount in the sub membrane and reorientation of molecules in the organic layer. The positive-going methylene stretching vibrational modes indicate tilting of carbohydrate chains with respect to surface normal, although their assignment to a particular component of anchoring or lipid layer is not accessible. Exposure to pH 7.3 solution red-shifted both methylene stretching modes by 2–3 cm⁻¹ (cf. to as-formed tBLM in Figure 7) to 2854 and 2924 cm⁻¹, respectively.

Figure 8. SEIRAS spectra of tBLM exposed to pH 7.3 (a) and then to 4.5 solutions (b). The reference spectrum was as-formed tBLM membrane in pH 4.5 phosphate solution.

A positive facing O–H stretching mode in Figure 8a indicates a surge of water content in the tBLM structure at pH = 7.3 compared to tBLMs exposed to a more acidic environment, pH = 4.4 (Figure 8b). The O–H spectral mode may be deconvoluted into three Gaussian–Lorentzian shape components. Two lower frequency components were previously defined as “network water” at 3250 and 3400 cm⁻¹, the former related to a solid-like network of strongly hydrogen-bonded water molecules and the latter (most intense component) to liquid state of water. The “multimer water” of water molecules forming a disturbed hydrogen-bond network may be associated with spectral component visible at 3600 cm⁻¹ [53,54]. The positive intensity and shape of OH mode at pH 4.5 indicates that the system did not fully recover from structural rearrangements after exposure to pH 7.3. For more quantitative analysis, integral intensity ratios $R_{\text{network}}$ and $R_{\text{multimer}}$ are calculated and presented in Table 8. $R_{\text{network}}$ indicates a population of strongly coupled water molecules, while $R_{\text{multimer}}$ is related to a disturbed hydrogen-bond network [53]. For comparison, we have also measured bulk water placed on pristine silicon crystal in ATR mode (Table 8). In SEIRAS at pH 7.3, a surge of water to the sub membrane is detected, characterized by an increased portion of multimer and a rather small portion of network water compared to a bulk water ATR spectrum. Moreover, close analysis of peak positions revealed a noticeable upshift as high as 64 cm⁻¹, which points to decreasing H-bonding interaction among water molecules near the lipid membrane. Subsequent shifting back to pH 4.5 sharply decreased the water amount in the tBLM; however, there remained an excess of it compared to the as-prepared tBLM. Thinning of lipid bilayer would explain positive bulk-like water mode; however, previous studies have found little to no dependence between pH and lipid layer thickness [20,21].
Table 8. Wavenumbers of O–H stretching modes and relative populations of network and multimer water.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Wavenumber (cm⁻¹)</th>
<th>( R_{\text{network}} = \frac{A_{3250}}{A_{3400}} )</th>
<th>( R_{\text{multimer}} = \frac{A_{3600}}{A_{3250} + A_{3400}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>3280 3468 3591</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3240 3419 3562</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>3276 3467 3593</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3242 3414 3553</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si</td>
<td>H₂O</td>
<td>3224 3404 3585</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SEIRAS data suggest a considerable increase in water content in the sub membrane and/or bilayer region upon switching solution pH from 4.5 to 7.3. This supplemented water exhibits higher content of multimer fraction compared with network one. Such behavior might be related to the dominant contribution of the solvated ions. In other words, the shift of pH from 4.5 to 7.3 may be followed by an increase in the concentration of solvated ions in the sub membrane space, which will decrease the specific resistance of the sub membrane, and consequently, will translate into an upward shift of the admittance phase minimum, as observed by the EIS.

4. Conclusions

Due to their robust architecture and versatile configurations, there is increasing interest in tBLM-based biosensors [17]. Previous studies have demonstrated the versatility of tBLM systems using substrates coated with materials such as fluorine-doped tin oxide [55] and silver [56]; these tBLMs exhibit typical EIS features of lipid bilayer formation and pore-forming toxin activity. However, the choice of substrate material affects the quantitative features of the EIS response for reasons that are not fully understood. The construction of tBLM-based biosensors requires a strong fundamental understanding of how these systems behave in different aqueous environments. In this study, we re-evaluated the role of the submembrane region’s contribution to the measured EIS of tBLMs. We show that for relatively high conducting defects (protein pores) with conductance above about 50 pS/defect, the measured impedance spectra, together with the defect density, are primarily determined by the submembrane resistivity. Any change in the resistivity of the sub-membrane is reflected in the spectral changes of the EIS, which are a priori indistinguishable from the changes in defect density. Therefore, the effects of pH variations on tBLMs were investigated in detail by EIS. We observed experimentally that the pH change from 4.4 to 7.1 triggered the increase of the admittance magnitude of tBLMs and the upshift of the admittance magnitude phase minimum towards higher frequencies. EIS experiments on these pristine tBLMs show an increase in the \( f_{\text{min}} \) position towards higher frequencies when the pH is changed from acidic to neutral. Notably, the pristine tBLMs with natural defects made from three different lipid compositions showed similar almost identical effects, unless the tBLMs contained charged lipids in their composition. The phase minimum shifts were consistently higher in the systems containing charged lipids, showing that the lipid composition, but not the defect type, is the dominant factor in determining pH-induced changes in the electrical properties of tBLMs.

The tBLMs reconstituted with two different types of pore-forming toxins, namely VLY (large pores) and MEL (small pores), responded to pH variation in a quantitatively similar way to membranes populated with natural defects. This suggests a dominant role for the submembrane (which is the same whether the tBLM contains natural or artificially introduced defects).

Finally, the SEIRA spectroscopy data explain that the main physical factor is responsible for the variation in submembrane resistivity. It was found that as the pH changes from acidic to neutral, the submembrane is flooded with a higher ion content, increasing the specific conductance and decreasing the specific resistance in the submembrane. The driving force for
this is not entirely clear, but protonation of the lipid head groups and the resulting change in the charge balance of the confined space may be of primary importance.

The results of our study are important for the design of smart sensor systems to be used in environments with variable or unstable pH values. Since the readout signal of biosensing devices based on tBLMs is pH sensitive, this sensitivity needs to be taken into account if the devices are to be used in variable pH environments. Although the detection limit of tBLM-based biosensors is mainly determined by the specifics of the lipid bilayer and protein interactions, pH is one of the parameters that influence the magnitude of the response of tBLM-based biosensors. Therefore, the results obtained in the current study will help to understand the pH effect and thus improve the precision and consequently the detection limit of each analyte of interest.

EIS fitting analysis shows that the change in sub-membrane specific resistance $\Delta \rho_{\text{sub}}$ is similar for pristine and toxin-affected tBLMs analyzed under the conditions of hypotheses 2 and 3. This indicates that the observed pH-induced effect is due to a possible contribution of the submembrane region to the magnitude of the submembrane resistance, which in turn is translated into variations of the measured EIS. Surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS), which allows us to directly probe the submembrane structure of tBLMs, suggests a significant increase in water content in the submembrane space and/or bilayer region upon changing pH from acidic to basic. We hypothesize that this increase in water content in the confined space between the electrode and the bilayer reflects an increase in the concentration of hydrated charge carriers, which may be related to an increase in the dielectric constant of the sub-membrane at elevated pH.

**Supplementary Materials:** The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/chemosensors11080450/s1, Figure S1: Admittance Bode magnitude plots of pristine membrane corresponding to Figure 4; Figure S2: Admittance Bode magnitude plots of VLY affected membrane corresponding to Figure 5; Figure S3: Admittance Bode magnitude plots of MEL affected membrane corresponding to Figure 6; Figure S4: (A) EIS bode diagram of tBLM prepared from total lipid extract (TLE), pristine tBLM (solid line) and tBLM damaged by MEL (dashed line). Lines are fitted to the data obtained by assuming a negligible change in $N_{\text{def}}$ and P($N_{\text{def}}$). Orange color signifies pH 7.1; blue pH 4.4. (B) Defect density distribution functions obtained by fitting EIS spectra; Figure S5: (A) EIS bode diagram of tBLM prepared from TLE, pristine tBLM (solid line) and tBLM damaged by MEL (dashed line). Lines are fits to the data obtained by assuming negligible change in $q_{\text{sub}}$. $q_{\text{sub}}$ values used in all calculations was 31622 $\Omega$ cm$^{-1}$. Orange color signifies pH 7.1; blue pH 4.4. (B) Defect density distribution functions obtained by fitting EIS spectra; Figure S6: (A) EIS bode diagram of tBLM prepared from TLE, pristine tBLM (solid line) and tBLM damaged by MEL (dashed line). Lines are fitted to the data obtained by assuming that average $N_{\text{def}}$ does not change, while P($N_{\text{def}}$) is allowed to vary, $q_{\text{sub}}$ value used in all calculations was 31622 $\Omega$ cm$^{-1}$. Orange color signifies pH 7.1; blue pH 4.4. (B) Defect density distribution functions P($N_{\text{def}}$) obtained by fitting EIS spectra.
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